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Abstract

In this paper we address a new problem of predicting affect and well-being scales in a real-world setting of heterogeneous, longitudinal and non-synchronous textual as well as non-linguistic data that can be harvested from on-line media and mobile phones. We describe the method for collecting the heterogeneous longitudinal data, how features are extracted to address missing information and differences in temporal alignment, and how the latter are combined to yield promising predictions of affect and well-being on the basis of widely used psychological scales. We achieve a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of $0.71 - 0.76$ and a $\rho$ of $0.68 - 0.87$ which is higher than the state-of-the-art in equivalent multi-modal tasks for affect.

1 Introduction

The World Health Organisation describes mental health as “the foundation for well-being and effective functioning for an individual and for a community” and highlights the importance of selecting suitable indicators of mental health (¿). One can distinguish between macro-level indicators, which are meant to provide a picture of generic well-being across a large population, usually at national scale, and individual indicators of mental health. Most of the macro measures typically use statistics from census, administrative and economic sources to measure the social and economic macro-environment as important determinants of mental health (e.g. Human Development Index, Gender Development Index, Human Poverty Indices ¿). With the advent of widely available social media data, there have also been efforts to automatically obtain macro indicators of well-being and happiness, primarily through the analysis of geolocated Twitter posts ¿¿¿. These pieces of work seek to identify occurrence patterns for words with pre-defined affect scores at different levels of temporal granularity. Such approaches, with more sophisticated components for emotion recognition in social media content, can be alternatives to public surveys for mood and happiness indicators.

At the other end of the spectrum we have individual indicators of mental health. These include measures of positive mental health, such as coherence & meaning in life, self-esteem etc. as well as indicators of mental distress, such as negativity, anxiety, depression ¿. These measures can be used by experts or individuals for diagnostic and management purposes, but also in aggregation, for large scale surveys. However, the reliance on self-reporting required to obtain these measures is time consuming and expensive and can only produce sparse data on small populations. Moreover, self-reporting is likely to introduce bias into results. Recent work ¿¿¿¿¿ shows the potential of experience sampling using mobile devices for behavioural studies and clinical care, especially relating to mental health. A variety of longitudinal sensor data from a smart phone as well as location information, obtained passively from the user’s phone, can be calibrated against the user’s responses to behaviour or emotion related questions. The latter are usually harvested through regular prompts for input provided by a smart phone application.

Here we combine heterogeneous and asynchronous textual as well as non-linguistic data to train predictors of well-being scores that will circumvent the need for user input. Our contributions include:

A novel and unique dataset of heterogeneous sources consisting of textual data from social media posts (Twitter, Facebook), SMS messages (> 100,000), 2436 mood forms as well asynchronous mobile phone use data including location, Wi-Fi connection, mobile phone use and sensor data (42 GB).
Methodology for handling heterogeneous, incomplete and asynchronous data for longitudinal predictions. We consider a number of baselines and appropriate normalisations as well as an approach based on multi-kernel learning, which aims to maximise the joint predictive power of each data source, and show very promising results.

Calibration of well-being predictors based on well established affect and well-being scales, namely the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS) (?; ?) and the Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) (?; ?).

While studies on macro-indicators have exploited simple textual features, we are not aware of another study which has worked on such an heterogeneous dataset for the automatic prediction of individual well-being scores, basing predictions on well established psychometric scales. Indeed to the best of our knowledge this is the first study to tackle predictions from heterogeneous, asynchronous, longitudinal user generated content.

2 Related Work

Mobile-based studies on well-being and mental health: Researchers have used mobile phones to assess student moods and stress by correlating data from phone sensors, daily probes on student states and termly behavioural surveys (?). They have identified a strong correlation between automatic sensing data and a broad set of well-being scales. Their work focuses on the calibration of sensor data against self-reported mood without any indication of how these can be combined for prediction purposes. In a related study (?) employ mobile phone use data and survey data from students to predict their GPA score at the end of term. The temporal granularity here is rather coarse, while no textual data is considered and the predictive model does not consider raw data, but rather pre-built classifiers which feed into a regression model. Work by (?) shows how mobility patterns based on GPS strongly correlate with depression, but other data sources, such are text, are not exploited.

Work on multi-modal affect aims to combine synchronous audio, visual and linguistic cues to predict affect dimensions and faces the challenge of source heterogeneity. (?) train separate classifiers on audio and video for a particular time frame and then fuse the results together to create new meta-features, while (?) use deep learning for fusion at both decision and feature level. These approaches are in contrast to our objective, where fusing is not meaningful, as data are asynchronous and thus other means are sought to combine the raw data.

3 A Dataset of Heterogeneous Textual and Mobile phone data

Dataset Design: In designing our dataset we wanted to collect real-world user-generated content that could provide information about the spatio-temporal influence on users’ mental well-being. For this purpose, our goal was to combine longitudinal textual sources, such as messages and social media posts, with behavioural data, as manifested by mobility patterns and mobile phone usage. To control for the effect of variable age and stage of life we recruited student participants from the same university in a large cosmopolitan city; unlike (?) the study was not confined to a campus environment. A cohort of 29 students gave us access to their Twitter and Facebook posts, SMS and Facebook messages as well as their mobile phone use data, together with location information and mobile phone sensors, over a period of 4 months each. Data collection was passive, with the exception of on-line submission of psychological tests for well-being (WEMWBS)(?) and affect (PANAS) (?; ?), which students were asked to complete once a day, in the evening. WEMWBS was chosen as a robust, widely used measure of well-being, suitable for the general population and employed by the NHS. Since WEMWBS focusses on positive attributes, we also used PANAS to capture negative emotions.

Data Collection: The data was primarily collected from the Twitter API and two applications (Apps) that were installed for the purpose of the study, on the participants’ mobile phones. The first App is DeviceAnalyzer (?), which collects a wide range of time-stamped data, including location and phone usage (e.g. number and duration of calls). SMS data was collected through the NUS SMS collection App1, which was configured to retrieve a batch of SMS messages authorised by a participant, as a weekly email.

1http://wing.comp.nus.edu.sg:8080/SMSCorpus/contribution.jsp
Users were asked to complete psychological scales (mood forms) by logging into a secure webserver, set up for the study. We collected a total of 2436 mood forms, each corresponding to completed PANAS and WEMWBS scales. Facebook data was downloaded by our participants twice during their time on the study and was uploaded to the secure webserver, where the participants could choose the data they wished to share and make available to us. We thus collected 111,270 textual posts and 42GB of DA dataspanning the period February 2015-December 2015. Note that participants’ time on the study was staggered, with each participant contributing data for 4 months.

**Dataset Description:** The data is heterogeneous by nature and design and asynchronous, with variable temporal granularity, reflecting a real-world scenario and presenting numerous challenges. The most challenges are presented by the DeviceAnalyzer (DA) data, due to their sheer volume and natural redundancy. For example, aggregates are required to represent most DA features (e.g. number of calls, time spent in a location etc.) but choosing the best aggregate and its respective temporal granularity is not straightforward. Moreover, timestamps are presented in epochs, so they had to be converted to absolute values, to be in alignment with those of textual data. We experimented with different methods for aggregation; for the purpose of this study, the decision was made to aggregate DA features at the hour level, by taking mean values for the feature within an hourly interval. We selected a subset (153) of the DA features that can be potentially indicative of user behaviour, as opposed to being related to purely technical aspects of the phone. The former, among others, include: volume of images and SMS messages, physical sensor readings (physical environment and movement), location in terms of longitude and latitude as well as wireless network and data transfer (digital environment), battery level, ringer and other phone settings (user choices). Data is collected anonymously and linked together through user identifiers.

**Location and Wi-Fi connection data:** A further challenge was presented by how to make use of location and Wi-Fi connection data to allow: (a) compatibility with numeric aggregates (b) direct comparisons between different users, who inevitably spend time at different locations with different Wi-Fi connections, with no direct semantic mappings. Our solution to the above was to rank locations and Wi-Fi connections, respectively, according to the time spent in each of them, by each user. Thus we collected the top 10 locations and Wi-Fi connections per user. See also section 4.2.

**Sensor data:** There are 15 different sensors of which only accelerometer and light sensor data are provided by 22 of the 29 participants. Each of the two sensors correspond to 10 different values, including resolution and range of values at a particular time-point.

**Textual data:** The fields associated with each textual instance are the speaker, the raw text, the absolute time stamp, the data source (e.g. Facebook) and the type of text (e.g. message).

**Mood forms:** Obtaining scores for the mood forms is straightforward and based on the scoring instructions associated with each of the two psychological scales.

### 4 Methodology

#### 4.1 Data matrix creation and Features

Our goal here is to combine features from both (i) the DeviceAnalyzer (DA) data and (ii) the textual sources (TEXT), in order to train a model that can automatically predict mood scores originating from the three daily mood forms. The latter correspond to the determination of positive affect (“positive”) and negative affect (“negative”), calculated on the basis of the PANAS psychological scale and well-being (“wellbeing”), calculated on the basis of the WEMWBS psychological scale. Those three scores for positive, negative and well-being constitute our target values. Past research has shown a strong correlation between well-being and positive (r=.71) and a moderate (negative) correlation between well-being and negative affect (r=-.54) (?). For the purpose of this work we keep the three targets distinct from each other, to aid the interpretability of results.

We had 29 participants on the study who agreed to give us access to both their DA and TEXT data and complete daily mood forms. During the study, two participants switched to iPhones, so they could no longer run DA on their mobile phones. For others, there was missing DA data, where missing data are defined as cases where one or more sources of DA data have no values for longer than a 6 hour period.
before the completion of a mood form, which was assumed as being most relevant for its completion. TEXT data on the other hand are never considered missing, as the lack of a post is considered to be a choice and a useful indicator of user behaviour. For the purposes of the current paper, we focused thus on the 19 users for whom we had both DA and TEXT data and no missing data in the 6 hour period prior to the completion of a mood form. This means that from an original set of 2436 mood forms, each corresponding to three mood score values, several textual posts (Twitter, Facebook, SMS) and several GB of DA data, we make use of 1438 mood forms and the corresponding features and target values. Thus, for this study, we used 40,786 textual posts written in English and the corresponding DA data (∼10GB).

Our textual and DA data points have very different temporal granularity, with hundreds of DA data points in between textual posts. As mood forms are completed every 24 hours (some users being more diligent than others), we decided to extract features within the 24 hour window of a mood form. The underlying assumption is that those features generated by a user during the past day are most likely to have influenced her mood, resulting in the observed mood scores. Thus, given a mood form completed by a certain user at time $t$, we focused on her past 24 hours before $t$, in order to extract our features from and aggregate these features in different time windows within the 24 hour period, and, more specifically, into 5 different windows: 1, 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours before the completion of a mood form, to allow for an extra level of granularity to the effect of proximity to the mood form timestamp. This process was performed for the DA features that are described in the following section and not for the TEXT ones, which are only considered at the 24 hour window. This is due to the sparsity of some feature representations of the latter. In future work, we plan to make better use of the temporal granularity of the TEXT features and their interaction with the DA data. In the following, we describe a number of baselines, utilising subsets of the features (4.2) and different algorithms, tested under different settings (4.3) to establish the most effective approach to combining heterogeneous data for prediction.

### 4.2 Baseline definition

#### Baseline DA Features

Previous work in a controlled user study (?), looked at exploiting features from students’ mobile phone usage within a semester, to predict student academic performance at the end of the semester. While we consider target objectives at much finer grained temporal intervals, we adopt a baseline from mobile phone data (DA) to approximate the ones considered in the StudentLife study (?). The latter relies on pre-built classifiers (i.e., accelerometer data (?)) to make use of sensor data, such as accelerometer, while we use aggregates of raw data. In our work, we have built classifiers that take into account all data variables, and as such offer more degrees of freedom, to better understand the underlying causes of emotions than studies that consist of disparate pre-built classifiers. Our DA baseline consists of:

**Calls:** The total number and duration of the calls that a subject has made and received.

**Locations:** The percentage of time that a subject has spent on her $i^{th}$ preferred location.

**Wi-Fi:** The percentage of time that a subject has spent while connected to her $i^{th}$ preferred Wi-Fi.

**Other:** the percentage of time that a user’s mobile: (i) headphones have been “on” (“off”); (ii) screen brightness has been set to “manual” (“auto”); (iii) airplane mode has been “active” (“inactive”); (iv) ringer mode has been set to “vibrate”, “silent” and “normal”; (v) headset has been “on” (“off”); and (vi) has been disconnected, plugged in a USB port and plugged in AC.

For locations and Wi-Fi connections we generated features for $i = \{1, ..., 10\}$, the ten preferred locations and Wi-Fi connections respectively, and an eleventh feature, signaling respectively the total time spent in locations and Wi-Fi access points, other than the top ten. All DA features were extracted from five different time windows, before the completion of a mood form (1, 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours), leading to 200 DA features per instance. In the case of missing data for some feature (e.g. missing locations due to disconnections), we filled-in the gaps, by replacing the missing values of a feature with the past 6-hour mean of the same feature for that specific user. For example, if we have no indication of the time spent in particular locations 1 hour prior to the completion of a mood form, we use the 6-hour mean of each location feature from the 6-hour window leading up to the timestamp of the mood form for the user in question. If after this process an instance would still have some missing feature values, we
would drop the instance out of our analysis. This resulted in reducing our dataset from 2436 instances (mood forms completed by 29 users) to 1,438 complete ones, corresponding to 19 different users. Note that while we have sensor data from the phones (accelerometer and light sensor), and accelerometer data were quite predictive in the StudentLife study, we have not used them for the purposes of the current study, due to a large number of missing values exceeding a 6-hour window.

**Baseline TEXT Features**

All the texts (SMS and social media posts/messages) sent by a specific user over the past 24 hours before the completion of a mood form were concatenated in one 24-hour window. Focusing only on the English texts\(^2\), the following commonly applied practices were performed: lowercasing, tokenisation (?,) replacement of usernames and URLs with placeholders, “usrmnt” and “urlink”, respectively. We extracted the following textual features as potentially relevant to the mental state of users:

**Ngrams**: We extracted tfidf representations of uni- and bi-grams, setting the max (min) document frequency to 99% (1%) and excluding all English stopwords, for noise reduction purposes.

**Word embeddings**: We used the word embeddings created by (?), which have been successfully integrated for the task of sentiment analysis, which is related to our problem. The unigrams of every text were matched against those vectors and seven functions were applied on every dimension of the resulting matrix (mean, median, min, max, stdev, first and third quartile).

**Lexicons**: We employed several lexicons that have been effectively used in sentiment- or emotion-related works. Those were the Opinion Lexicon (?), NRC Hashtag, NRC Hashtag Emotion (?), Unigram and Bigram NRC Hashtag Sentiment and Sentiment 140 lexicons (?), MaxDiff Twitter Sentiment Lexicon (?), MSOL (?) and AFINN (?). For lexicons providing binary values (pos/neg), we counted the number of ngrams matching each of the positive and negative classes; for those lexica with score values, we used the simple counts and the total summation of the corresponding scores from each ngram in the text matched against the lexicons.

**Topics**: In order to better categorise the content that a subject has shared and to accommodate the sparse representations of the ngrams, we used the word clusters created by (?), which were based on word2vec representations of the most common keywords appearing on Twitter over a 2-month period. We measured the cosine similarity of the unigrams of every textual instance with each one of the 200 word clusters.

**Other**: We extracted the following features related to the social activity level of a user: the number of SMS messages, Facebook posts, Facebook messages, Facebook images, twitter posts, twitter messages, and the total number of tokens and textual items (messages or posts) in the instance.

4.3 Experiments and Models

We applied five regression models, in order to predict each of the three target mood scores separately. All models were tested using 5-fold cross validation using the two sets of features (DA, TEXT) individually and in combination (ALL). Before feeding our features to the regression models, various transformations and normalisation techniques were tested. Those include:

**The root transformation of the target labels**, often used in regression models to inflate the difference between lower values and stabilise the difference between higher scores\(^3\).

**Combinations of: (a) normalisation** (linear transformation of feature values to the \([-1, 1]\) range, based on the maximum/minimum value of the feature), **(b) standardisation** (zero mean, unit variance) or **(c) no transformation**. Those transformations were performed on (i) a per-user basis (so that the feature values of different users become more comparable) and (ii) an overall basis (as a final transformation of all features from different users before applying our models). Notice that in the case of the per-user transformations, the model suffers from the cold-start problem, as it expects to have some past knowledge about the user, in order to predict her mood.

The algorithms that were tested under this setup were Linear Regression, LASSO, Random Forest for regression (RF), Support Vector Regression (SVR) and a multi-kernel SVR approach. The first

\(^2\)Language detection was performed using https://pypi.python.org/pypi/langid

\(^3\)We also tried log-transformation but performance was lower.
four algorithms were chosen as widely accepted standards for regression problems, as well as for their diversity (two linear models, one with and one without feature selection, an ensemble of tree, a kernel-based method). Multi-kernel learning was proposed, in order to allow for a more advanced handling of the different data sources, by jointly learning different kernels, each optimised to a particular data source. For LASSO, different experiments with respect to the alpha parameter were tested ($10^{-2}$, ..., $10^{-2}$); for RF we set the number of estimators to 200, after experimentation; for SVR we have used the Gaussian Kernel with varying kernel width and C values (all combinations of $\{10^{-2}, ..., 10^{-2}\}$ for both).

One drawback of SVR is the difficulty to interpret predictions and feature importance. Similarly performing algorithms, such as RF, can provide some indication of feature importance in the model learnt, but, when dealing with heterogeneous data sources, data source contribution is a lot less straightforward. For these reasons, we applied an MKL approach (Gönen and Alpaydın, 2011), which jointly learns an optimal combination of source-specific kernels. Formally, for a training set comprised of instances $I$ and features $S$ partitioned in subgroups $s \in S$, we apply a base kernel $k$ per feature subgroup with some weight $w$, as follows: $f(x) = \sum_{i \in I} \alpha_i \sum_{s \in S} w_s k_s(x, x_i) + b$ where the parameters $\alpha_i$, the bias term $b$ and the kernel weights are estimated by solving the optimisation problem:

$$\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \gamma - \sum_{i \in I} \alpha_i \\
\text{w.r.t.} & \quad \gamma \in R, \alpha \in R^{|I|}_+ \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq C \forall i, \sum_{i \in I} \alpha_i y_i = 0 \\
& \quad \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in I} \alpha_i \alpha_j y_i y_j k_s(x_i, x_j) \leq \gamma \forall s
\end{align*}$$

We have opted for the $L_2$ norm to regularise the kernel weights. In order to compare our MKL approach with SVR, we selected one Gaussian kernel per feature set (9 kernels: 4 DA and 5 TEXT, for each of the feature sources defined in 4.2) and tuned the width of every kernel and the C parameter performing the same grid search as with SVR. This implies that we have used the same width for all nine kernels in every run. Further kernel selection and parameter optimisation techniques could be used, but those are out of the scope of the current work.

5 Evaluation and Results

We have used two standard measures for evaluating our models – the root mean squared error (RMSE, $\epsilon$) and the coefficient of determination ($R^2$). Those were selected in order to compare both the errors between the different approaches as well as the proportion of the variance that is predictable by them.

Table 1 presents the results obtained from our models. We provide separate results of the models for the two cases with respect to the per-user transformation of the features. Only the best transformation combinations are presented per model and the results obtained by Linear Regression are omitted, due to its poor performance. The feature transformation that was used is provided as an index.

In terms of comparing the three tasks (predicting each of the targets), our models can successfully capture much of the target variance in their predictions with respect to the well-being target. The lowest errors are observed with respect to the negative target (the comparison with the well-being case in terms of the error is not straight-forward, due to the larger scale that is used in WEMWBS). However, $R^2$ for this task is considerably lower, pointing to the low variance in each model’s prediction.

The task of user normalisation does not appear to have any significant effect when applied on the DA features for any task, implying that our models trained on DA features are user-independent and can generalise well. However, this is not the case for the TEXT features: for all algorithms and all tasks, the performance drops significantly when no user normalisation is applied. This is an interesting finding,

---

4Python sklearn library (http://scikit-learn.org/stable/) was used for the first three models and the Python interface for the Shogun library (http://www.shogun-toolbox.org) was used for SVR and MKL.
Table 1: \( R^2 \) root mean squared error (\( \epsilon \)) of the different models based on the three feature sets (DA, TEXT, ALL) and with respect to the three different ground truth scores (positive, negative, well-being). Values for both setups with respect to the user normalisation (with and without) are presented. The index used in the \( R^2 \) column indicates the (i) final and (ii) per-user normalisation of the best-performing setup (\( n \) for normalisation, \( s \) for standardisation, \( - \) for none). Only the final normalisation method (i) is indicated in experiments performed without per-user normalisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Well-being</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>LASSO</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MKL</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT</td>
<td>LASSO</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MKL</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>9.16</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>LASSO</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>( s,s )</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MKL</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>( n,n )</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Actual VS Predicted charts for the best performing algorithm (RF) on the three targets.

pointing to future work on text-based user modelling, as it provides some evidence that population-wide analyses on mood prediction tasks that do not take it into account can be ineffective.

The comparison between the different algorithms illustrates that RF is the best in most experiments with respect to all target scores, achieving an \( R^2 \) of .76 in the best case (predicting the well-being score based on ALL features with user normalisation). To allow comparison with multi-modal affect our \( \rho \) scores for RF for \{positive, negative, well-being\} are \{.84, .68, .87\} respectively, which is higher than for equivalent multi-modal tasks (?). The chart in Figure 1 illustrates the corresponding predictions graphically. While our MKL does not outperform the RF, it achieves higher accuracy compared to SVR, showing that heterogeneous sources or feature sets can be effectively modelled via multiple kernels with a different weight, depending on their relative impact on the task. Importantly, this improvement comes without any kernel selection or dense parameter optimisation, which can be explored in future work. Also, comparing the results between MKL and RF in the cases without user normalisations shows that MKL is more robust to the cold-start problem for all three targets. This is important, as expecting to have past knowledge from any user is more challenging and resource greedy. A major advantage of MKL compared to SVR is the interpretation of the feature weights. By comparing the different
Figure 2: Feature set weights in RF (red) and MKL (blue) for the positive and the well-being targets, training on all features in the per-user normalisation approach.

kernel weights, we can see the contribution of each feature set separately. The bar charts in Figure 2 show the weights of each kernel (feature set), as determined by MKL, normalised to sum up to 1. For comparison purposes, we also present the corresponding weights from RF that were extracted by measuring every feature’s importance across the trees and manually mapping those to the MKL’s feature sets. For both the positive and the well-being targets, there are three TEXT feature sets that are preferred by both models (ngrams, word embeddings and topics), albeit with different weights. This explains the difference in accuracy between the two models, which can be highly reduced with further tuning of the MKL kernels and their parameters. Importantly though, the comparison between the feature weights of the two algorithms also explains the relatively small boost in accuracy that RF achieves when the DA features are incorporated in the TEXT-based RF (see Table 1), since the algorithm is relying much more on the TEXT features (12.7%, 18.0% and 12.7% of the feature weights come from DA sources with respect to positive, negative and well-being, compared to 29.5%, 28.9% and 28.7% for MKL). This means that MKL has much more potential in making use of heterogeneous sources compared to RF and further tuning of our MKL approach can provide an even more balanced kernel weighting for robustness purposes, while also increasing performance.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new real-world dataset consisting of heterogeneous, longitudinal and asynchronous textual and mobile phone use data. We have investigated different approaches for combining this heterogeneous data for daily predictions of mood scores and have proposed some strong baselines as well as a multi-kernel learning approach that learns a combination of source-specific representations, giving very promising results. We achieve a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 0.71 – 0.76 and a $\rho$ of 0.68 – 0.87 which is higher than the state-of-the art in equivalent multi-modal tasks for affect. In the future we aim to address the following: (a) optimise our MKL component and make better use of temporal granularity, by means of convolution and spectral mixture kernels (b) look into the semantics of different locations (c) address the challenge of missing data in one type of source, which is currently resulting in the loss of a large number of instances.
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